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ASYMMETRICAL INTERLEAVING

STRATEGY FOR MULTI-CHANNEL POWER

CONVERTERS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority ofUS. Provisional Patent

Application 60/896,948, filed Mar. 26, 2007, which is hereby

fully incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to AC to DC power

converters and, more particularly, to design strategy for

increasing power density of such power converters through

reduction of electromagnetic interference (EMI) filter size in

such power converters.

2. Description of the Prior Art

The great preponderance of electrical and electronic

devices currently in use contain circuitry which is designed to

operate using direct current (DC) power while, for reasons of

distribution efiiciency, most power is ultimately delivered to

such devices as alternating current (AC) power. Therefore,

many electrical and electronic devices include power convert-

ers to develop DC power at a desired voltage from distributed

AC power. Such power converters are currently required to

include circuitry which provides power factor correction

(PFC) and prevents the device from causing electromagnetic

interference noise from propagating from the device or power

converter to the AC power distribution system in order to

preserve the quality ofthe AC power and to prevent propaga-

tion of noise between devices connected to the AC power

distribution system. The EMI filter also serves to protect

powered devices from EMI noise which may be present on the

AC power distribution network.

In high power applications, paralleling of devices (e.g.

active and passive components) in power converters is virtu-

ally inevitable in order to handle and deliver large currents

which are often required. However, it is often the practice to

provide power converters in parallel (often referred to as a

modular approach to overall power converter design) rather

than connecting the individual, respective components

thereof in parallel in a single power converter. A modular

approach is considered to be more effective than connecting

individual components in parallel since it allows control of

current sharing between the parallel connected power con-

verters and can be effective to reduce ripple in the DC output

voltage which, in turn, can reduce the size and cost of output

filter arrangements. Accordingly, a modular approach is

widely used in all types of distributed power systems such as

data server and telecommunications applications.

In such modular power converters, an EMI filter and PFC

circuit is built into the front-end power converter module.

Accordingly, the size and cost ofEMI filters and PFC circuits

is significant, particularly in the aggregate over large numbers

ofpower converters. However, when plural power converters

are used in parallel to supply adequate power for a single

device or a plurality of devices proximate to a single location

or to each other (e.g. as in a vehicle), the PFC circuits can be

operated in multiple interleaved channels equally separated

in time (with the phase separation being 360°/m where m is

the number of channels, generally referred to hereinafter as

symmetrical); allowing a single EMI filter to be connected in

common to all channels. By doing so, the EMI filter size can,

in some cases, be reduced due to ripple cancellation effects in
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the converter or power factor correction (PFC) circuit which

reduce the magnitude of differential mode (DM) EMI noise.

It is also possible to connect PFC circuits in parallel such that

the number of PFC circuits required is different from the

number of DC/DC power converters that may be required in

a given application. Anotherbenefit ofinterleaved channels is

that the ripple frequency is increased in frequency by a factor

equal to the number ofchannels employed. In some cases, this

increase in ripple frequency increases the “corner frequency”

(e.g. the nominal frequency ofthe low pass attenuation) ofthe

EMI filter, allowing smaller components to be used in the

EMI filter although there is a trade-off between the size and

cost ofthe EMI filter and the size, cost and number ofthe PFC

channels that may be used. Thus, the size and cost reduction

in EMI filters achieved through operation in symmetrical

interleaved channels is quite limited and size and cost remains

significant at the present state of the art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide

an approach to design ofAC to DC power converters and PFC

circuit arrangements, in particular, which allows size and cost

of EMI filters to be reduced beyond current practical limita-

tions.

In order to accomplish this and other objects of the inven-

tion, a method of determining parameters of a power factor

correction circuit to allow an EMI filter for said power factor

correction circuit to have an increased corner frequency is

provided comprising steps of determining a minimum noise

frequency of interest, determining a switching frequency of

the power factor correction circuit which has m channels,

where m is equal to two or more that are operated in an

interleaved manner in which switching times in respective

channels of the power factor correction circuit are separated

by a phase shift, selecting a phase shift other than 360°/m

such that a fundamental frequency or an initial harmonic

having a frequency above said minimum noise frequency of

interest is at least partially canceled, and selecting a comer

frequency of an EMI filter based on a next higher order

harmonic frequency above the fundamental frequency or ini-

tial harmonic having a frequency above the minimum noise

frequency of interest.

In accordance with another aspect ofthe invention, a power

converter circuit is provided including a multi-channel power

factor correction circuit having m power factor correction

circuit modules connected in parallel as respective channels

thereof, respective channels of the power factor correction

circuit including switching with a relative phase shift other

than 360°/m such that a fundamental frequency or initial

harmonic of switching noise above a frequency of interest is

at least partially canceled, and an electromagnetic interfer-

ence (EMI) filter having a comer frequency chosen based

upon a harmonic of said switching noise having a frequency

above the a fundamental frequency or initial harmonic of

switching noise above a frequency of interest.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages

will be better understood from the following detailed descrip-

tion of a preferred embodiment of the invention with refer-

ence to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an architecture of a distrib-

uted power system,

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a multi-channel power converter

system,
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FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a typical single channel

power factor correctedpower converter with a line impedance

stabilization network (LISN),

FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic diagram of a model for

conducted differential mode (DM) noise based on the circuit

of FIG. 3,

FIG. 5 is a similarly simplified DM noise model for a

two-channel interleaved power converter,

FIG. 6 is a corresponding graph of the two noise sources

and their harmonics,

FIG. 7 illustrates time domain waveforms useful in under-

standing basic principles of the invention,

FIG. 8 illustrates measured DM noise spectra ofnon-inter-

leaved and interleaved two channel power converters, respec-

tively,

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a two-channel power

converter model for common mode (CM) noise,

FIG. 10 illustrates measured CM noise spectra of non-

interleaved and interleaved two channel power converters,

respectively,

FIG. 11 graphically illustrates the relationship between

filter corner frequency and switching frequency,

FIG. 12 illustrate a comparison of measured DM and CM

noise for a single channel power converter and a two channel

power converter with a symmetrical 180° phase shift between

channels,

FIG. 13 illustrates a measured DM and CM noise for a two

channel power converter with an asymmetrical 90° phase

shift between channels,

FIG. 14 graphically illustrates the relationship between

DM filter (for example) corner frequency and switching fre-

quency for asymmetrical and symmetrical phase shifts,

FIG. 15 graphically illustrates the relationship between

filter corner frequency and switching frequency of asym-

metrical interleaving strategy for different switching fre-

quency and increasing numbers of channels,

FIG. 16 is an idealized filter attenuation curve helpful for

visualizing the meritorious effects of the invention, and

FIG. 17 is the DM filter (for example) corner frequency and

the switching frequency for adaptive interleaving control.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to

FIG. 1, there is shown a representation of an architecture of a

distributed power system having an alternating current (AC)

input, a plurality of independent branches, each comprising

an EMI filter, a power factor correction circuit generally

providing a regulated direct current (DC) output and a DC to

DC power converter (labeled “D2D”), and a common distrib-

uted DC output bus to which loads may be connected at any

point of the distributed system. Such an architecture would

generally be employed with a branch such as that indicated by

line 100 proximate to each of a plurality of loads which may

be spatially distributed. The actual architecture and circuitry

of each branch may vary as may be dictated by the require-

ments of an associated load and may involve a multi-channel

arrangement such as is depicted in FIG. 2.

In the exemplary arrangement of FIG. 2, a plurality ofDC

to DC (hereinafter sometimes referred to as D2D) power

converters may be employed in order to provide required

current and limitation of ripple voltage which may be

achieved by switching the power converters in an interleaved

manner as alluded to above. A plurality of power factor cor-

rection (PFC) circuits are also provided to meet current and

ripple voltage requirements but need not be equal in number
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4

to the number of power converters that may be required. In

general, it is desirable for a common bus connection to be

providedbetween the PFC andD2D circuits. It is important to

note, however, that only one EMI filter is required, regardless

of the number of PFC and D2D circuits which may be

employed. However, the EMI filter must be able to suitably

attenuate noise at frequencies which may be of interest under

any applicable EMI standard which, in the following discus-

sion, will be generally taken as frequencies of 150 KHz and

above.

It is assumed for purposes of the following discussion of

the invention that the D2D power converter circuits and the

PFC circuits are constituted by switched converters where the

duty cycle of input current is switched in order to develop a

desired regulated voltage. Since the input power is generally

provided by an AC voltage source at a frequency much less

than the switching frequency, the duty cycle of switching of

the PFC will generally vary cyclically with the AC voltage

amplitude.

It is further assumed that the switching will be performed in

an interleaved fashion. As alluded to above, interleaving of

switching, particularly if symmetrical (e.g. having an equal

phase separation between channels), will reduce the ripple

current at the input of PFC circuits and thus will reduce the

DM EMI noise magnitude which can result in a reduction of

the required size of the EMI filter. More importantly, how-

ever, by interleaving the switching of a plurality, m, of chan-

nels, the ripple current frequency will be increased by a factor

of m. A higher frequency of the input ripple current implies

that the DM EMI noise frequency is similarly increased;

allowing a higher (differential mode, DM) EMI filter comer

frequency which, as is known, can be realized with induc-

tance and capacitance of lower value and smaller size which

increases overall power density of the power converter. (Dif-

ferential mode (DM) noise filtering is indicated here since

common mode noise has not yet been discussed. In general,

common mode noise can be predicted but only with substan-

tially greater difficulty than DM noise. As will be discussed

below, however, for purposes of the invention, CM noise and

DM noise relate to the invention quite similarly and thus, the

same technique an be applied for both DM and CM noise

considered in the design thereof). The invention, as will be

described below, provides a design strategy which optimally

exploits these effects for maximal size and cost reduction of

EMI filters for PFC power converters.

To assist in conveying an understanding of the basic prin-

ciples of the invention, an exemplary conventional single

channel power factor correction (PFC) circuit with continu-

ous conduction mode (CCM) operation is illustrated in FIG.

3 in combination with a line impedance stabilization network

(LISN) circuit which will be familiar to those skilled in the art

as a network defined by EMI standards such as EM55022B

and inserted at the input side of a circuit (in this case, a PFC

circuit constituted by, for example, a boost converter although

the invention is equally applicable to other switched PFC

circuits and power converter circuits) for EMI noise measure-

ment. The LISN circuit does not provide an EMI filter func-

tion and is not part ofthe PFC circuit. The load, RL, illustrated

represents a load such as, in this case, one or more D2D

converter circuits. The diode bridge, D1, D2, D3, D4 can be

considered as a short circuit for the EMI noise because (ifthe

cross-over point is ignored) there is always one pair of diodes

conducting. Because ofthe switching ofMOSFET, S, voltage

across the MOSFET drain to source is a voltage pulse which

pulsates from 0V to the output voltage (generally 400V).

Therefore the MOSFET S, diode D and output circuit (con-

stituted by filter capacitor C0) can be modeled by a pulse
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voltageV0 which is the source ofboth DM andCM noise. For

the conduction EMI frequency range from 150 KHZ to 30

MHZ of interest (e.g. bounding the switching frequencies

considered practical to employ as well as the frequencies of

interest under current EMI standards), the two 0.1 uF capaci-

tors can be ignored due to their small impedance compared

with the two 5092 LISN resistors. Thus, the simplified con-

ducted DM noise model is shown in FIG. 4, wherein LB is the

boost PFC inductor and V" is the noise source.

Following the same type of analysis and modeling, a two-

channel interleaved PFC converter DM noise model is illus-

trated in FIG. 5 wherein L1 and L2 are the boost inductors of

the two interleaved channels and V" 1 and V"2 are the respec-

tive noise sources. The two noise sources of two paralleled

channels are shown in FIG. 6, vn1(t) and vn2(t). Assume the

phase shift between the two channels is 0. Using Fourier

Series the following equations (1) and (2) represent the noise

sources. where d is the duty cycle, V0 is the output voltage.

For the nth order harmonic, the phase difference between two

channels is n0. For the two-channel symmetrical interleaving

PFC, the phase shift angle, 0, is equal to 180° (e.g. 360°/2).

For the switching frequency component, based on the DM

noise model discussed above, the DM noise magnitude, VDM,

can be solved. Assuming the same impedance ofthe circuit of

the models ofFIGS. 4 and 5 and the same absolute magnitude

of noise voltage pulses, the time domain waveforms of the

two respective branches of FIG. 5 at the fundamental fre-

quency (e.g. equal to the switching frequency) are shown in

graph (a) of FIG. 7. Because of symmetrical interleaving

(which is assumed in this example), they are out of phase by

180° (e.g. 360°/2) and cancel each other. Thus there is no

switching (e.g. fundamental) frequency DM noise for the

180° interleaved two-channel PFC converter circuit. Specifi-

cally,

41>) (3)41>

RLISN (2L2 an + ZLl Vn2

ZLIZLZ + 2RLISNZLr + 2RLISNZLz  
I DMI—

41> 41>)

RLISN(Vn1 + Vn2

ZL + 4RLISN  

:0

However, for the second order harmonic, the same delay

time between interleaved pulses will place the noise pulses in

phase as shown in graph (b) of FIG. 7 and will reinforce each

other. (For non-interleaving multi-channel PFCs, all the har-

monics will be reinforced. For a single channel PFC, all the

harmonics are equivalent to the reinforced harmonics to

smaller impedance of LB). Thus the DM noise as the second

order harmonic will be

42>) (4)4<2>

RLISN (2L2 an + ZLl Vn2

ZLIZLZ + 2RLISNZLr + 2RLISNZLz

4(2)

IVDMI =
  

42> 42>

RLISN(Vn1 + Vnz)

ZL + 4RLISN  

42>

2RLISN Vn

ZL + 4RLISN  

For the third order harmonic, as shown in graph (c) of FIG.

7, the noise will again be cancelled in the same manner as for

the fundamental frequency. Likewise, for the fourth order

harmonic the waveforms ofthe respective channels will be in
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phase and reinforce each other (but without increase of the

amplitude of the noise peak), and so on. Thus, for a 180°

interleaved (symmetrical) two-channel PFC converter, the

odd harmonics are cancelled and only the even numbered

harmonics exist. This DM noise model can be extended to an

m-channel interleaved PFC converter (with the phase separa-

tion being 360°/m) and the differential voltage will be:

0 n:1,m+1,2m+1 (5)

0 n:2,m+2,2m+2...

4n>

IVDMI =

4n>

mRLISNVn
n 2m, 2m, 3m

ZL + 2mRuSN  

This DM noise model has been experimentally verified

using a two-channel interleaved PFC converter prototype

with each channel running at a 200 KHZ switching frequency.

By way of comparison, in a non-interleaved PFC converter,

the measured first noise peak appears at the switching fre-

quency as illustrated in graph (a) ofFIG. 8. For the interleaved

PFC converter, the first, third, fifth, etc. order noise was

cancelled and the first DM noise peak appears at twice the

switching frequency as shown in graph (b) of FIG. 8. Thus,

with some significant limitations which will be discussed

below, the increased frequency of the lowest DM noise com-

ponent (assuming it to be ofinterest under the applicable EMI

standard) can be easily attenuated by a smaller EMI filter with

higher comer frequency than would be possible for the single

channel converter or the non-interleaved plural channel con-

verter.

A similar analysis for CM noise yields a similar result. A

simplified conducted CM noise model for a two-channel

interleaved PFC converter is shown in FIG. 9 where Can and

Ca,2 are the parasitic capacitances between the drains of the

MOSFETs and ground. The results of analysis show that for

the two-channel 180° interleaved (symmetrical) PFC con-

verter, the odd order CM noise is cancelled and only the even

order CM noise peaks exist. Extended to an m-channel inter-

leaved PFC converter,

0 n:1,m+1,2m+1 (6)

0 n:2,m+2,2m+2...

4<n>

IVDM|=

4<n>

mRLISN V"
— = 2 3
ZC+2mRu5N ” m’ m’ m  

The measured CM noise for the non-interleaved and 180°

interleaved (symmetrical) two-channel PFC converters are

shown in graphs (a) and (b) of FIG. 10, respectively, and

substantially agree with the results of the DM analysis and

modeling discussed above for CM noise. Again, as with DM

noise, the frequency ofthe first large noise peak is doubled in

frequency; allowing the comer frequency of the EMI filter to

be increased and the filter to be implementedwith smaller and

less costly components.

As alluded to above, it should also be appreciated that some

ranges of comer frequency relative to switching frequency

will provide a benefit in allowing reduction ofEMI filter size

and cost while others will not; thus constituting a significant

limitation on the use of symmetrically interleaved multi-

channel PFCs to provide a benefit in reducing size and cost of

EMI filter design. That is, since the EMI noise can be pre-
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dicted for 180° or, more generally, 360°/m symmetrical inter-

leaving in a multi-channel PFC circuit running at different

frequencies can be predicted based on the above EMI noise

model as well as for single channel or non-interleaved PFC

circuits, the relationship between the required filter corner

frequency (assuming, for example, a two-stage EMI filter

design) to suitably limit the magnitude of EMI noise as a

function ofthe switching frequency can be obtained, as illus-

trated in FIG. 11 for DM andCMnoise. The graphs illustrated

show curves for single channel, two-channel, three-channel

and four-channel PFC circuits. It should also be understood

that EMI filtering standards are only concerned with noise at

frequencies above, for example (and as reflected in this dis-

cussion and the corresponding drawings), 150 KHZ. Thus the

discontinuities illustrated in FIG. 11 correspond to points at

which a noise peak is removed (e.g. as the switching fre-

quency decreases) from the range of frequencies of interest

and to which the EMI standard is applicable and less attenu-

ation is tolerable for such lower frequencies below, in this

case, 150 KHZ. For the same reasons, the comer frequency

required, for example, for single channel and two-channel

PFC circuits is the same for certain switching frequency

ranges such as 75 to 150 KHZ since it is immaterial to the EMI

filter design under the EMI noise standard whether the fun-

damental is canceled by the two-channel symmetrically inter-

leaved arrangement or less attenuation is tolerable since the

noise at the fundamental frequency is not of interest when the

fundamental frequency (or other harmonic noise peak) is at a

frequency below, in this case, 150 KHZ under the EMI noise

standard.

Thus, there are ranges of switching frequency such as

between 75 KHZ (where the second order harmonic is 150

KHZ) and 150 KHZ (where the fundamental is 150 KHZ)

where symmetrical interleaved two-phase switching provides

no advantage in regard to EMI filter design. Other ranges

where no advantage is provided occur at 37.5 KHZ to 50 KHZ,

25 KHZ to 30 KHZ and so on corresponding to switching

frequency ranges where an odd-numbered harmonic is below

150 KHZ while the next even-numbered harmonic is above

150 KHZ. Conversely, there are no discontinuities where the

(fundamental) switching frequency is above 150 KHZ. Thus,

a basic strategy for reduction of EMI filter design and cost

where interleaving of multiple channels is symmetrical is to

choose a number ofchannels for the PFC circuits such that the

fundamental frequency or lowest order harmonic above 150

KHZ is canceled and to choose a corner frequency for the EMI

filter sufficiently below the next higher (non-canceled) noise

peak to provide adequate attenuation. For example, for a

switching frequency above 150 KHZ, by interleaving two

channels, the switching frequency noise is cancelled and the

EMI filter can be designed based on the second order har-

monic of the switching frequency. Because the noise magni-

tude is lower and the frequency is higher, the filter corner

frequency can be increased (e.g. less attenuation is required

for a lower noise peak magnitude and the offset of the comer

frequency below the second harmonic can thus be proportion-

ately less). Similarly, for a switching frequency range of 75

KHZ to 150 KHZ where a two-channel PFC arrangement

provides no advantage but the switching frequency is below

the frequency range or minimum frequency of interest, as

discussed above, a single channel PFC arrangement can be

employed and the EMI filter designed according to the second

order harmonic and so on.

For three or more channels of symmetrically interleaved

PFC circuits, the benefit to EMI filter design is also limited to

certain switching frequency ranges but such frequency ranges

can sometimes be avoided by alternative numbers ofchannels
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of PFC circuitry just as three or more channel PFC circuits

can be used to avoid some ranges where two-channel sym-

metrical phase shift arrangements provide no benefit. How-

ever, such solutions may not be possible for some switching

frequencies or practical for others due to the trade-off

between number of channels and EMI filter size and cost, as

alluded to above.

It should be noted that while multi-channel PFC arrange-

ments using symmetrical phase shifts are known, it is unclear

whether or not such arrangements have been exploited to

reduce size and cost of EMI filters in the manner discussed

above. Therefore, no admission is made or to be inferred from

the knowledge of such arrangements that the above basic

principle ofPFC design as applied to symmetrical phase shift

multi-channel PFC arrangements for purposes of reducing

EMI filter design and cost is known of constitutes prior art in

regard to the present invention, particularly in view of the

severe limitation to particular frequency ranges which the

invention seeks to avoid.

In other words, many current commercially available PFC

products are designed to operate in the 75 KHZ to 150 KHZ

range of switching frequencies where, as described above, a

symmetrical 1 80° phase shift oftwo-channel interleaved PFC

circuits (often used in such products) provides no benefit over

a single channel PFC circuit since the second harmonic can-

not be reduced by the forrner, as described above and illus-

trated in FIG. 12. However, in accordance with basic prin-

ciples of the invention, other phase shifts between PFC

channels which are not symmetrical can provide cancellation

or partial cancellation effects where symmetrical phase shifts

are ineffective to provide benefits in regard to EMI filter

design for reduction of size and cost thereof.

For example, in the 75 kHz to 150 kHz range of switching

frequencies, a two-channel PFC operating with a 90° or 270°

phase shift can cancel the second order harmonic and reduce

the third order harmonic, allowing the EMI noise filter to be

based on the reduced third order harmonic noise; allowing the

filter size to be substantially reduced. The measured DM and

CM EMI noise for a single channel PFC and a two-channel,

90° phase shift PFC (juxtaposed to facilitate comparison) are

illustrated in FIG. 13. FIG. 14 illustrates the relationship of

required EMI filter comer frequency to switching frequency

similar to FIG. 11 and clearly indicates the benefit of asym-

metrical phase shift (e.g. 90°) to EMI filter design (by allow-

ing a higher comer frequency to be chosen) in the switching

frequency range of 75 kHz to 150 KHZ where a symmetrical

phase shift would provide no benefit over a single channel

PFC. However, it should be noted that a 90° phase shift

provides no benefit over a single channel or symmetrical

phase shift two-channel PFC for a switching frequency in the

range of 37.5 to 50 kHz (regionA in FIG. 14). If a switching

frequency in such a range is desirable, the basic principles of

the invention in regard to asymmetrical phase shift as

described above, can be extended to allow benefit to EMI

filter design through different amounts of phase shift.

For example, a 45° phase shift for a two-channel PFC can

cancel the fourth order harmonic (the fundamental and sec-

ond and third order harmonics being below 150 KHZ) and

reduce the fifth order harmonic; allowing the EMI filter to be

based on the fifth order harmonic which is of reduced ampli-

tude and allowing reduction of EMI filter size and cost as

discussed above. This concept can be extended to even lower

ranges of switching frequency to allow cancellation of the

initial harmonic noise peak above 150 KHZ and reduction of

the following harmonic noise peak.

This asymmetrical phase shift interleaving strategy can

also be extended to multi-channel PFC circuits to provide
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benefits to EMI filter design in frequency ranges where sym-

metrical phase shift interleaving is not effective to provide

similar benefits. For example, symmetrical phase shift inter-

leaving ofa three-channel PFC circuit has no effect benefiting

EMI filter design in the switching frequency range of50 KHZ

to 75 KHZ because symmetrical interleaving (e.g. 360°/

3:120°) has no impact on the third order harmonic (e.g. the

initial harmonic above 150 KHZ for a switching frequency of

50 KHZ to 75 KHZ) and the EMI filter must thus be based on

the full amplitude of the third order harmonic noise peak.

Thus, as shown in FIG. 11, the required comer frequency for

a three-channel interleaved PFC circuit with symmetrical

phase shift is the same as that for single channel and lower

than that for a two-channel symmetrical phase shift PFC

arrangements from 50 KHZ to 75 KHZ switching frequency.

However, a 40° (or 80°, 280° or 320°) phase shift scheme

can be used in a three-channel PFC circuit to cancel the third

order harmonic noise peak and reduce the fourth order har-

monic noise peak. This multi-channel interleaving with

asymmetrical phase shift can be extended to any number of

channels of PFC circuit and further extended to lower fre-

quency ranges with smaller asymmetrical phase shifts to can-

cel the initial harmonic noise peak above 1 50 KHZ and reduce

the next higher order noise peak on which the EMI filter

design may thus be based. The EMI filter comer frequency of

the asymmetrical interleaving method is summarized in FIG.

15, for two-channel and three-channel PFC circuits, for

example. Compared with the symmetrical interleaving

method illustrated in FIG. 11, an asymmetrical interleaving

strategy can significantly reduce EMI filter size and cost.

In the above interleaving and phase shift strategies for

increasing the EMI comer frequency which allows the EMI

filter size and cost to be reduced, the interleaving and phase

shift sought to cancel the fundamental or initial harmonic

noise peak above the lowest frequency ofinterest in the appli-

cable EMI standard. However, from the EMI filter point of

view, canceling a certain fundamental or harmonic noise peak

is not necessarily optimal, particularly at high switching fre-

quencies where the fundamental frequency is above the mini-

mum frequency of interest in a given EMI standard and thus

the fundamental frequency and second order harmonic fre-

quency will be necessarily separated by an octave. In such a

case, the difference in attenuation for the two frequencies will

differ by some multiple of 6 dB, depending on the filter

topology, simplifying the calculation ofoptimum asymmetric

phase shift between channels of a PFC circuit.

For example, if the switching frequency is 200 KHZ, and

the EMI filter is designed to provide suitable noise attenuation

of, for example, 85 dB or more at the second order harmonic

frequency (e.g. 400 KHZ), the filter of any given design hav-

ing a filter characteristic such that attenuation increases at a

given rate per octave or decade above a nominal comer fre-

quency will still provide significant attenuation at the funda-

mental frequency (e.g. one octave below the second order

harmonic) as shown in FIG. 16. Therefore, to fully exploit the

principles ofthe present invention, it is desirable to arrange an

asymmetrical phase shift such that the initial noise peak of

interest under the EMI standard is less than fully canceled so

that the next higher order harmonic noise peak can be par-

tially canceled, as well in order to allow maximum increase in

the required corner frequency. The optimal phase shift can be

readily calculated by determining the relative amounts of

attenuation oftwo harmonically related adjacent frequencies

and setting the relative amounts of cancellation to be comple-

mentary to the attenuation of the filter characteristic for a

given filter topology (e.g. single stage or two-stage filter) and

the requirements of any applicable EMI standard which may
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have different requirements at different frequencies. The opti-

mal phase shift angle can thus be identified for any number of

channels of the PFC circuit operating at any given switching

frequency.

For the PFC circuit, high light load efficiency is becoming

more and more demanded in recently years. With the multi-

channel structure, shut down ofsome channels to improve the

efficiency at light load condition would be a very natural

solution. However, due to the EMI requirement, the EMI filter

needs to handle the worst case EMI noise, which would be

encountered with fewer channels to interleave at light load.

Thus, the benefit on filter size reduction from multi-channel

interleaving may be lost as is particularly evident from the

fact that the phase shift which produces noise peak cancella-

tion or amplitude reduction as described above is necessarily

linked to the number ofchannels which are interleaved as well

as the switching frequency.

Based on the asymmetrical interleaving concept, adaptive

control the phase shift angles between the PFC channels can

be used to improve the light load efficiency without suffering

a need to increase the EMI filter size to accommodate worst-

case circumstances. For example, considering a four-channel

interleaved PFC and assuming the switching frequency is

chosen in the range of75 KHZ to 150 KHZ, which is a popular

switching frequency design range for today’s industry prod-

ucts, at full load condition, all four channels are operating

with 90° phase shift. At light load condition, one channel can

be shut down and the three remaining channels can be made

to operate with 60° phase shift to keep high efficiency and

high filter corner frequency. When the load becomes even

lighter, one more channel can be shut down and the two

remaining channels made to operate with 90° phase shift.

This concept is illustrated in FIG. 17. (The curves are differ-

ent from FIG. 11 and FIG. 15, because the PFC total power is

changing with channel numbers for this case). The EMI filter

will be designed based on the worst case EMI noise which is

2-channel 90° phase shift operation. The difference in comer

frequency required for two-channel, three-channel and four-

channel PFC circuits is significantly reduced particularly

compared with symmetrical phase shifts illustrated with

dashed lines in FIG. 17.

Of course, phase control must be implemented, preferably

digitally, to realize the adaptive channel management and

change of phase shift as the number of channels is changed.

For example, since the power switches are controlled by a

pulse width modulated (PWM) for most digital controllers

and in this adaptive application of the invention, the number

of operating channels is determined by load conditions, the

phase shift between channels can be controlled in accordance

with the number of operating channels through the PWM

module using a look-up table for the preferred combinations

of number of operating channels and corresponding phase

shifts to maintain the EMI noise within the corner frequency

of the EMI filter which may still be increased in accordance

with the invention as compared with the prior art. Other

suitable arrangements for changing phase shift to correspond

to variable numbers of operating channels will be apparent to

those skilled in the art. Further, the optimal phase shift con-

cept described above in connection with FIG. 16 also can be

combined with this adaptive phase shift angle control

method.

In view of the foregoing, it is seen that the invention pro-

vides a strategy for design ofa PFC circuit having two ormore

channels and which has a phase shift between channels which

allows an optimally high comer frequency to be chosen for an

EMI filter for any desired PFC circuit switching frequency.

While a symmetrical phase shift between channels is not
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effective to provide benefits to EMI filter design for all

switching frequency ranges, a similar benefit can be derived

by use of asymmetrical phase shifts in such ranges. Substan-

tial increases in the required comer frequency ofan EMI filter

(allowing the use of smaller and less costly components) can

be achieved by selecting a phase shift which causes the fun-

damental or initial harmonic above the lowest EMI noise

frequency of interest to be canceled and the next higher order

harmonic noise peak to be reduced whereby an EMl filter

corner frequency may be chosen based on the frequency of

the next higher order harmonic. Asymmetrical phase shifts

can be optimized to allow the highest possible corner fre-

quency to be chosen for the EMI filter wherein the first two

noise peaks above the minimum EMl frequency of interest

(e. g. under a given EMI standard) are each partially canceled

in a proportion which is complementary to the EMI filter

characteristic.

While the invention has been described in terms ofa single

preferred embodiment, those skilled in the art will recognize

that the invention can be practiced with modification within

the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

We claim:

1. A method of determining parameters of a power factor

correction circuit to allow an EMI filter for said power factor

correction circuit to have an increased comer frequency, said

method comprising steps of

determining a minimum noise frequency of interest,

determining a switching frequency of said power factor

correction circuit, said power factor correction circuit

having at least m channels, where m is equal to two or

more, operated in an interleaved manner in which

switching times in respective channels of said power

factor correction circuit are separated by a phase shift,

selecting a phase shift other than 360°/m such that a fun-

damental frequency or initial harmonic having a fre-

quency above said minimum noise frequency of interest

is at least partially canceled, and

selecting a comer frequency of an EMI filter based on a

next higher order harmonic frequency above said funda-

mental frequency or initial harmonic having a frequency

above said minimum noise frequency of interest.

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said phase

shift is selected to cancel a noise peak above said minimum

noise frequency of interest.

3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said phase

shift is selected to cause partial cancellation of two noise

peaks above said minimum frequency of interest.

4. The method as recited in claim 3, wherein said partial

cancellation of said two noise peaks is respectively comple-

mentary to a filter function of said EMI filter.

5. The method as recited in claim 4, wherein said two noise

peaks are adjacent to each other in a noise spectrum of said

power factor correction circuit.

6. The method as recited in claim 3, wherein said two noise

peaks are adjacent to each other in a noise spectrum of said

power factor correction circuit.

7. The method as recited in claim 6 including further steps

of
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at light load, reducing a number of said channels to a

number less than m where m is equal to or greater than

three, and

altering said phase shift to correspond to said number of

channels less than m.

8. The method as recited in claim 3 including further steps

of

at light load, reducing a number of said channels to a

number less than m where m is equal to or greater than

three, and

altering said phase shift to correspond to said number of

channels less than m.

9. The method as recited in claim 1 including further steps

of

at light load, reducing a number of said channels to a

number less than m where m is equal to or greater than

three, and

altering said phase shift to correspond to said number of

channels less than m.

10. A power converter circuit including

a multi-channel power factor correction circuit having m

power factor correction circuit modules connected in

parallel as respective channels thereof, respective chan-

nels of said power factor correction circuit including

switching means which are switched with a relative

phase shift other than 360°/m such that a fundamental

frequency or initial harmonic of switching noise above a

frequency of interest is at least partially canceled, and

an electromagnetic interference (EMI) filter having a cor-

ner frequency chosen based upon a harmonic of said

switching noise having a frequency above said a funda-

mental frequency or initial harmonic of switching noise

above a frequency of interest.

11. The power converter as recited in claim 10, wherein

said phase shift is such that said fundamental frequency or

initial harmonic of switching noise above a frequency of

interest is cancelled.

12. The power converter as recited in claim 10, wherein

said phase shift is such that said fundamental frequency or

initial harmonic of switching noise above a frequency of

interest and a next higher harmonic of switching noise are

each partially cancelled.

13. The power converter as recited in claim 12 wherein said

phase shift is such that said fundamental frequency or initial

harmonic ofswitching noise above a frequency ofinterest and

a next higher harmonic of switching noise are cancelled in a

proportion complementary to a filter function of said EMl

filter.

14. The power converter as recited in claim 10 wherein m

is equal to three of more and wherein said power converter

includes

means for reducing the number of operating channels to a

number less than m, and

means for altering said phase shift in accordance with said

number less than m.


